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ABSTRACT
Rotating machinery are present in many engineering applications. Such rotor systems often subjected to high
vibration loads that can be at the origin of noise or failure. For these reasons, it is of main importance to predict
with accuracy the critical speeds and the dynamic response amplitude of such structures. However, they are
often subjected to many potential uncertainties that may rise from environmental variations or manufacturing
tolerances. These uncertain parameters, often described as random, are often numerous and must be taken
into consideration during the design stage. For this, some design parameters are usually adjusted to propose
a robust design of the rotor, considering the possible variation of the random parameters. Performing such
studies require to be able to deal with a high number of uncertain parameters and with parameters of different
nature, namely parametric and random.
This work proposes to illustrate the efficiency of advanced kriging-based surrogate modelling in order to
achieve such a goal. The proposed hybrid surrogate-model combines polynomial chaos expansion and kriging
to deal with both parameter natures, to consider nine varying parameters of a full finite element model
of the rotating system under study. For the first time, this hybrid surrogate model is applied to perform
rotordynamics analysis and more specifically the prediction of critical speeds and the associated unbalance
responses for a complex rotor system with uncertainties. Compared to previous works, the kriging performances
are significantly increased by integrating some physical properties of the rotor directly in its construction.
Finally, the hybrid surrogate model gives a direct access to the Sobol indices which makes it possible to carry
out without additional computation costs an extensive sensitivity analysis.

1. Introduction
Rotating machinery is a major component in many structures in
the field of aeronautics or energy. The analysis of such component is
essential to reduce noise and vibration and requests the use of specific
tools. Even if many faults can lead to increase the vibration signatures
of a rotor system, one of the chief concern of engineers who design
large rotors is to be able to predict the critical speeds that correspond
to the speeds of rotation (or frequencies) for which the amplitude of
vibration often passes through a maximum. The capability of estimating
these vibration amplitudes that are commonly excited by unbalance
of the rotating structure is also a crucial point for a robust design of
rotating machinery. Indeed, if the amplitude of vibration at one or more
critical speeds is excessive, then catastrophic dysfunctions or failures
may occur. The key point for engineers is to detect these potential
problems highlighted and find ways to prevent them if possible.

However, this is not necessarily easy because the vibratory behaviour of the rotating machinery is dependent on many geometrical
parameters and materials of the different elements of a rotor system,
such as the rotor shaft, discs and flexible bearing supports for example.
Being able to have a global vision of the impact of each part of a
rotating system and to prejudge the effect of the variability of certain
parameters must be studied in detail and considered while designing.
As a result, one of the most interesting but also difficult challenges
is to improve the understanding of the dynamic behaviour of rotating
structures by integrating the uncertainties present in the models. One
of the most important tasks is to be able to develop methods that
guarantee the numerical feasibility for mechanical systems with many
degrees of freedom and subject to various uncertainties of potentially
different types.
There are many software packages that are capable of solving the
rotor dynamic system for design purposes. Such codes can be easily
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and the variance of the critical speeds and of the associated vibration
amplitudes. Classic kriging was then used to predict their evolution
considering some varying parameters. One of the major advances and
contributions of the proposed study is to extend kriging models by
combining kriging with a strategy of propagating uncertainties through
PCE to avoid MCS simulation and thus reduce the computational cost.
In addition, the study highlights the potential of the approach and
strategy developed by illustrating the ability to conduct sensitivity
studies without additional numerical calculation costs. Finally, an improvement of the kriging meta-modelling is proposed by introducing
the symmetrical properties of the rotor directly in the meta-model.

used by engineers and make it possible to test various designs by adding
or modifying some parts of the mechanical assembly such as the supporting structure (i.e. stator parts) and one or more rotating structures
(i.e. rotor parts). One of the current major limitations of commercial
software developed for design and analysis of rotor dynamics is the
ability to quickly conduct numerous studies in a short time in order to
define the most efficient and reliable rotor system according to a set of
specifications. In recent years, advanced numerical methods have been
developed to approximate the vibration behaviour of such systems for
a predefined design space while drastically reducing calculation times.
Generally the main motivation is to significantly reduce computation
effort when evaluating the design space of interest.
When designing a system, engineers face numerous uncertain parameters of different natures. Indeed, geometrical or material properties of a rotor vary due to manufacturing tolerances or due to environmental variations. These parameters are usually described by a
random law and must be taken into consideration during the design
process as the rotor must be robust to these possible variations. A few
key design parameters are usually identified and adjusted to meet the
conception requirements. They can take value in a predefined interval
and engineers tune these values based on user-knowledge or using large
parametric studies. Due to a limited amount of numerical resources,
only a few simulations of the rotor dynamic for these parameters are
conducted and the behaviour on the total design space is deduced from
these few evaluations. It creates an uncertainty, called epistemic, as
it could be reduced by increasing the number of simulations. When
dealing with realistic models, the number of uncertain parameters (random and parametric) quickly increases and specific advanced numerical
methods must be considered to take them into account simultaneously
with an affordable computational time.
Traditional methods for uncertainty propagation are based on a
unique description of the uncertainty (random, parametric, interval,
fuzzy etc.), and depending on this description, different types of approaches are preferably employed to propagate it. For example, perturbation methods or Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) are well
adapted for random uncertainties. Hence, PCE has largely been used to
predict the critical speeds and mode shapes of rotor systems (Sarrouy
et al., 2012) or the vibration amplitudes of linear or nonlinear rotor
systems (Didier et al., 2012a,b; Sinou et al., 2015; Sinou and Jacquelin,
2015; Jacquelin et al., 2016; Yongfeng et al., 2019; Garoli and de Castro, 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2020). Recently, kriging models
have drawn much attention in the field of rotordynamics and have
been sometimes used for rotating machinery diagnoses (Wang et al.,
2018a; Lu et al., 2019), parameter identification of rotor-bearing systems (Han et al., 2013, 2017), vibration analysis of bearings or rotating
machinery (Sinou et al., 2018; Barbosa and Alves, 2019; Barbosa et al.,
2020) or design optimization of an aero-engine turbine disc (Huang
et al., 2011). However, as raised previously, random and parametric
uncertainties are usually present simultaneously and adopting a unique
modelling might not be the best numerical strategy. Recent works have
proposed hybrid methods associating different methods to achieve a
better modelling of the uncertainties (Lü and Yu, 2016; Wu et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2018b; Denimal et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019). More
specifically, in Denimal et al. (2018), the authors proposed an approach
that associate kriging and PCE to model random and parametric uncertainties simultaneously. This method was introduced and validated on
a phenomenological model of friction induced vibrations to predict its
stability. If this approach worked well on a model with a low number
of degrees of freedom and a small number of uncertain parameters,
its extension to large and realistic finite element models with a higher
number of uncertain parameters has to be proven as it implies a higher
numerical cost.
This paper proposes to continue the initial previous work of Sinou
et al. (2018) that focused on an illustration of the classical use of kriging meta-modelling in the field of rotordynamics. In this previous work,
Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) were performed to estimate the average

The paper is organized as follows. First, a brief description of the
rotor system under study and the chosen uncertain parameters are
presented. Then, the proposed methodology based on the effective
use of hybrid meta-modelling by associating the PCE and the kriging
formalisms are discussed. One specific attention will be paid to promote
the use of specific kriging constructions to reduce the number of
samples required and consequently the computational times. Finally,
efficiency and accuracy of the hybrid uncertainty propagation and
quantification on the prediction of the critical speeds and the associated
amplitudes is evaluated and commented. Additionally, efficiency of the
proposed approach to accuracy conduct a sensitivity analysis without
significant additional calculations is illustrated.

2. Description of the rotor system
This section briefly presents the modelling of the rotor system used
in the subsequent analysis. The model under study is composed of a
shaft and four discs, represented in Fig. 1(a). It is supported by two
flexible supports, one on each extremity. An unbalanced mass is located
on the first disc. The modelling of each part is briefly presented in the
following sections (Friswell et al., 2010).

2.1. Shaft modelling
The shaft is modelled with a Finite Element Model (FEM) composed
of ten Euler beam elements. The elementary element is displayed in
Fig. 1(b) where each node has four degrees of freedom, namely two
lateral displacements 𝑣 and 𝑤 and two rotations 𝜃 and 𝜓. The nodal
displacement vector in the fixed frame of the element 𝑖 is 𝜹(𝑠,𝑖) =
[𝑣1 𝑤1 𝜃1 𝜓1 𝑣2 𝑤2 𝜃2 𝜓2 ]𝑇 . The equation of motion of the 𝑖th element
writes:
(
)
(
)
(𝑠,𝑖)
(𝑠,𝑖)
M(𝑠,𝑖)
+ M(𝑠,𝑖)
𝜹̈
+ C(𝑠,𝑖) + 𝜔G(𝑠,𝑖) 𝜹̇
+ K(𝑠,𝑖) 𝜹(𝑠,𝑖) = 𝟎
(1)
𝑅
𝑇
where M(𝑠,𝑖)
and M(𝑠,𝑖)
are the rotational and translational mass matrices
𝑅
𝑇
of the element 𝑖, C(𝑠,𝑖) is the damping matrix of the element 𝑖, G(𝑠,𝑖) is
the gyroscopic matrix of the element 𝑖 and K(𝑠,𝑖) is the stiffness matrix
of the element 𝑖. The dot denotes the derivative with regard to time.
The geometrical and material properties of the shaft are given in
Table 1.

Table 1
Geometrical and material properties of the shaft.

2

Notation

Parameter name

Value

𝑅𝑠
𝐿𝑠
𝐸𝑠
𝐺𝑠
𝜌𝑠
𝜈𝑠

Rotor shaft radius
Rotor shaft length
Young’s modulus of shaft material
Shear modulus of shaft material
Density of shaft material
Poisson ratio of shaft material

0.02 m
1 m
2.1 1011 N/m2
7.7 1010 N/m2
7800 kg/m3
0.3
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Fig. 1. Model under study (a) and variables for shaft elementary elements (b).

2.2. Discs modelling and unbalance forces

2.3.1. General equation of the rotor system
The general global matrices are assembled by summing the contributions of the different components (i.e. the rotor shaft, the four discs,
the two flexible bearing supports and the unbalance force). The global
equation of motion of the FEM of the rotor system is then given by:

The four discs are modelled as rigid discs. The nodal displacements
of the disc 𝑗 in the fixed frame are denoted 𝜹(𝑑,𝑗) = [𝑢 𝑣 𝜃 𝜓]𝑇 . The
corresponding equation of motion writes:
(
)
(𝑑,𝑗)
(𝑑,𝑗)
M(𝑑,𝑗)
+ M(𝑑,𝑗)
𝜹̈
+ 𝜔G(𝑑,𝑗) 𝜹̇
= F(𝑑,𝑗)
(2)
𝑅
𝑇

M𝐱̈ + (C + 𝜔G) 𝐱̇ + K𝐱 = 𝐅

where 𝐱 is the displacement vector of the rotor system. The matrix M
and the four
and M(𝑠)
includes mass matrices of each shaft element M(𝑠)
𝑇
𝑅
(𝑑,𝑗)
(𝑑,𝑗)
rigid discs M𝑅 and M𝑇
(for 𝑗 = 1, … , 4). The matrix G includes
gyroscopic matrices of each shaft element G(𝑠) and the four rigid discs
G(𝑑,𝑗) (for 𝑗 = 1, … , 4).
The matrix K includes the stiffness matrices of each shaft element
K(𝑠) and supports K(𝑏,1) and K(𝑏,2) . The matrix C considers the shaft
internal damping of each element C(𝑠) and 𝐅 is the vector of unbalance
force including the contribution F(𝑑,1) (𝑡).
For the reader more specifically specialized in rotor dynamics, it
is worth noting that the model proposed in this study may appear
simple on some aspects (geometry of the complete rotor, Euler beams
formulation instead of Timoshenko, no damping coefficients or cross
coupling coefficients for the bearing supports, . . . ). Therefore many
effects of the rotor-bearing system are not considered due to the model
adopted and out of the scope of the proposed study. Indeed, the main
objective of this study is to illustrate the potential of an efficient hybrid
meta-modelling and methodology for uncertainty propagation in the
field of rotordynamics.

where M(𝑑,𝑗)
and M(𝑑,𝑗)
are the rotational and translational mass ma𝑅
𝑇
trices of the disc 𝑗 respectively, and G(𝑑,𝑗) is the gyroscopic matrix of
the disc 𝑗. The discs geometrical properties are given in Table 2. F(𝑑,𝑗)
defines the unbalance of the disc 𝑗. For the proposed study, only a
residual unbalanced mass located on the disc 1 is assumed. The former
is modelled as a periodic load of the form:
[
]𝑇
F(𝑑,1) (𝑡) = 𝑚𝑢 𝑑𝑢 𝜔2 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙) 𝑚𝑢 𝑑𝑢 𝜔2 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙) 0 0
(3)
where 𝑚𝑢 and 𝑑𝑢 are the mass unbalance and eccentricity, respectively.
𝜙 is the initial angular position of the mass with respect to the 𝑧axis. 𝜔 defines the rotational speed of the rotor. The discs geometrical
properties and the characteristics of the unbalance force are given in
Table 2.

2.3. Flexible supports
The flexible bearing supports are modelled as two linear springs, one
in each direction of the fixed frame. The vertical and horizontal stiffness
of the first bearing support (the second bearing support, respectively)
are denoted 𝑘(𝑏,1)
and 𝑘ℎ(𝑏,1) (𝑘(𝑏,2)
and 𝑘(𝑏,2)
, respectively) respectively.
𝑣
𝑣
ℎ
The corresponding global matrices are denoted K(𝑏,1) and K(𝑏,2) . For the
sake of simplicity, damping and rotational contributions are neglected
(see Table 3).

3. Efficient hybrid meta-modelling and methodology for uncertainty propagation
The main objective of this section is to describe the proposed
methodology to promote the effective use of hybrid meta-modelling
for predicting the vibrational behaviour of rotating systems (i.e. the
critical speeds and the associated vibration amplitudes) in the presence
of uncertainties. One of the major contributions of this section is to
highlight how it is possible to improve kriging predictions and performances by modifying the regression or the construction strategy to take
into account the physical properties of the problem under study.

Table 2
Geometrical and material properties of the discs.
Notation

Parameter name

Value

𝑅1
𝑒1
𝑅2
𝑒2
𝑅3
𝑒3
𝑅4
𝑒4
𝐸𝑆
𝜌𝑆
𝑚𝑢
𝑑𝑢

Outer radius — Disc 1
Thickness — Disc 1
Outer radius — Disc 2
Thickness — Disc 2
Outer radius — Disc 3
Thickness — Disc 3
Outer radius — Disc 4
Thickness — Disc 4
Young’s modulus of discs material
Density of discs material
Mass unbalance — Disc 1
Eccentricity of the unbalanced mass — Disc 1

0.25 m
0.03 m
0.1875 m
0.015 m
0.1875 m
0.0225 m
0.125 m
0.0375 m
2.1 1011 N/m2
7800 kg/m3
0.01 kg
0.01 m

(4)

Table 3
Properties of the flexible bearing supports.

3

Notation

Parameter name

Value

𝑘(𝑏,1)
𝑣

Vertical stiffness — Bearing 1

3 106 N/m

𝑘(𝑏,1)
ℎ

Horizontal stiffness — Bearing 1

3 106 N/m

𝑘(𝑏,2)
𝑣
𝑘(𝑏,2)
ℎ

Vertical stiffness — Bearing 2

[0.1;2] 106 N/m

Horizontal stiffness — Bearing 2

[0.1;2] 106 N/m
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Table 4
Random parameters description.

In order to achieve such an objective, the uncertain parameters
chosen for the rotor system under study and the definition of the
physical quantities to be predicted are firstly described. In a second
time, the mathematical formulation of the proposed hybrid meta-model
based on the combination of the PCE and the kriging meta-modelling
is discussed: the use of the PCE (for uncertainty related to the random
parameters) and the kriging meta-modelling (for uncertainty related
to the parametric parameters) is described. In addition, the possibility
of optimizing the kriging construction for a symmetrical problem is
discussed. The last part of this section is devoted to the exploitation
of the PCE in order to obtain the statistical moments of the outputs
(i.e. mean and variance), as well as the Sobol indices.

Parameter name

Notation

% variation

Law

Young modulus shaft
Thickness — Disc 1
Thickness — Disc 2
Thickness — Disc 3
Thickness — Disc 4

𝐸
𝑒1
𝑒2
𝑒3
𝑒4

±5%
±10%
±10%
±10%
±10%

Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform

Horizontal stiffness — Bearing 1

𝑘𝑏,1
ℎ

±5%

Uniform

Vertical stiffness — Bearing 1

𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣

±5%

Uniform

speed matches its natural frequencies, the Campbell diagram that represents the frequency versus the rotation speed of the rotor system is used
to evaluate these critical speeds. Additionally, the vibration amplitudes
are estimated by performing a classical unbalance response of the rotor
system, as defined in Eq. (4). More specifically, the studies conducted
will focus on the eight critical speeds (𝑓 𝑖 )𝑖∈[1,8] as well as the associated
vibration amplitudes (𝑎𝑖 )𝑖∈[1,8] for all the stiffness values of the second
bearing support and considering the seven random parameters. For the
sake of clarity and readability, the eight critical speeds are numbered
from 1 to 8 by ascending values and no distinction will be made in the
notations for the backward and forward modes.
These critical speeds (𝑓 𝑖 )𝑖∈[1,8] as well as the associated vibration
amplitudes (𝑎𝑖 )𝑖∈[1,8] depend
( on the nine varying)parameters, i.e. the

3.1. Uncertain parameters
Two types of uncertain parameters are considered in the present
study. The first type corresponds to random parameters described by
a Probability Density Function (PDF). These uncertainties might come
from manufacturing tolerances but also from modifications due to environmental considerations or from a potential lack of precise knowledge
for specific physical parameters.
Seven parameters describing the rotor system are random. They
are summarized in Table 4 where the % of variation around their
mean value is also given. It can be noted that the values chosen
for variation of geometric amount is higher than classical tolerances
adopted in manufacturing process. The values chosen correspond more
to the case of a lack of precise knowledge of the input data and the
main objective is to demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of the
proposed approach in the presence of uncertainties that have a strong
impact on both the critical speeds and unbalance responses of the rotor
system. Additionally, the choice of the seven random parameters is
made so that they have a different impact on the rotor system. Indeed
they provide specific and different modifications on the mass and
stiffness contributions, as well as on the gyroscopic effects. Moreover,
these seven parameters have spatially different modifications on the
rotor. Indeed, the Young modulus of the rotor shaft is a parameter that
has an influence on the full model (with a random contribution on all
degrees of freedom of the FEM model), whereas the disc thicknesses and
the bearing stiffnesses are more localized (with random contributions
only located at the specific degrees of freedom of the four discs and
the two bearing supports). A uniform distribution is taken here as
no information is available for a more precise description. However,
the proposed strategy remains valid for other distributions. We recall
that the main objective of the proposed study is to illustrate the
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach in the presence
of uncertainties that potentially have a strong impact on the critical
speeds and unbalance responses of the rotor system.
The second type of uncertain parameters are considered as deterministic and corresponds to the stiffnesses of the second bearing
𝑏,2
6
support (i.e. 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ ) and can take value in [0.1, 2] × 10 N/m.
This choice is guided by the fact that we intend to demonstrate the
interest and feasibility of proposing optimized kriging strategies that
use symmetry properties on the output results obtained with respect
to the parametric input parameters (i.e. 𝑘𝑏,2
and 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 in the present
ℎ
case). The final objective is to assess the rotor forward and backward
critical speeds and the associated vibration amplitudes when these two
bearing stiffnesses are varying independently and while considering the
uncertainty of the seven random parameters.

𝑏,1
seven random parameters 𝐸, 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , 𝑒3 , 𝑒4 , 𝑘𝑏,1
plus the two deter𝑣 , 𝑘ℎ
)
(
𝑏,2
ministic varying parameters 𝑘𝑏,2
,
𝑘
.
So
the
explicit
functions write:
𝑣
ℎ

𝑓 𝑖 (𝐱, 𝝃) and 𝑎𝑖 (𝐱, 𝝃)

(5)

[𝑘𝑏,2
, 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 ]
ℎ

where 𝐱 =
is the vector of the parametric parameters, and 𝝃 =
[𝜉𝐸 , 𝜉𝑒1 , 𝜉𝑒2 , 𝜉𝑒3 , 𝜉𝑒4 , 𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 , 𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 ] is the vector of the random parameters.
𝑣
ℎ
As the parameters are of different natures, different meta-modelling
approaches will be employed: PCE for the random parameters and
kriging for the parametric parameters. Both methods are explained
in the following as well as the mathematical formulation of the final
hybrid meta-model.
3.3. Polynomial chaos expansion
The uncertainty related to the random parameters 𝝃 = [𝜉𝐸 , 𝜉𝑒1 , 𝜉𝑒2 ,
𝜉𝑒3 , 𝜉𝑒4 , 𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 , 𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 ] is modelled and propagated with a PCE as it gives
𝑣
ℎ
a stochastic description of the uncertainty. All parameters follow the
same distribution, namely the uniform distribution. According to the
PCE theory, a random parameter 𝛤 can be approximated by a convergent, in the 2 sense, expansion (Wiener, 1938; Sudret, 2008; Xiu and
Karniadakis, 2002):
𝛤 (𝝃) =

𝑃∑
−1

𝛾𝑘 𝛷𝜶𝑘 (𝝃)

(6)

𝑘=0

where the 𝛷𝜶 𝑘 (𝝃) are the multivariate orthogonal polynomials and
(𝛾𝑘 ) the weighting coefficients. For practical reasons, the expansion is
truncated and 𝑃 terms are kept. Only polynomials of order inferior to
the chaos order 𝑚( are) kept, and without a selection scheme the number
of terms is 𝑃 = 𝑚+𝑟
with 𝑟 the number of random parameters (here
𝑚
𝑟 = 7). One can clearly see here that with such a high number of random
parameters, the number of terms in the polynomial basis explodes
quickly, which refers to the well known ‘‘computational burden’’ of the
PCE.
(
)
The multi-variate orthogonal polynomial basis 𝛷𝜶𝑘 is obtained
(
)
by tensorisation of mono-variate orthogonal polynomial sets 𝛹𝛼(𝑖) ,

3.2. Physical parameters to predict

where 𝛼 is the polynomial order and 𝑖 ∈ [𝐸, 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , 𝑒3 , 𝑒4 , 𝑘𝑏,1
, 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 ]. The
ℎ
mono-variate polynomial basis related to the parameter 𝑖 is given by the
Askey scheme (Xiu and Karniadakis, 2002), which gives the correspondence between the classical distributions and the associated orthogonal

As previously stated, the objective of the present study is to develop
efficient kriging meta-modellings for estimating the critical speeds and
the associated vibration amplitudes with uncertainties. Due to the fact
that the critical speeds of a rotating machine occur when the rotational
4
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Table 5
Examples of correlation function family in dimension 1.

polynomial basis. As only uniform laws are considered here, Legendre
polynomials are employed. Hence, if 𝜶 = (𝛼𝐸 , 𝛼𝑒1 , 𝛼𝑒2 , 𝛼𝑒3 , 𝛼𝑒4 , 𝛼𝑘𝑏,1 , 𝛼𝑘𝑏,1 )
𝑣
ℎ
is the multivariate index of the multi-variate polynomial 𝛷𝜶 , it writes:
(𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 )

𝛷𝜶 (𝝃) = 𝛹𝛼(𝐸) (𝜉𝐸 ) × ⋯ × 𝛹𝛼

𝑏,1
𝑘𝑣

𝐸

Kernel

𝑘(𝜃, 𝑑)
(
)
𝑑2
exp − 2
2𝜃
(
)
|𝑑|
exp −
𝜃
(
)
( √
)
√
5|𝑑|
5|𝑑|
5𝑑 2
1+
+ 2 exp −
𝜃
𝜃
3𝜃
(
)
( √
)
√
3|𝑑|
3|𝑑|
1+
exp −
𝜃
𝜃

Gaussian

(𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 )
𝑣

(7)
Exponential

( )
∑
and the order of 𝛷𝜶 is equal to 𝑖 𝛼𝑖 with 𝑖 ∈ [𝐸, 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , 𝑒3 , 𝑒4 , 𝑘𝑏,1
, 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 ].
ℎ
To reduce the number of terms in the PCE and avoid convergence
issues, a hyperbolic truncation norm is adopted to select a subset of
polynomials with low order interactions (Blatman and Sudret, 2011;
Denimal et al., 2018):

Matérn 5/2

Matérn 3/2

1∕𝑞

⎛
⎞
∑
⎜
⎟
‖𝛼‖ = ⎜
𝛼𝑖𝑞 ⎟
⎜𝑖∈[𝐸,𝑒1 ,𝑒2 ,𝑒3 ,𝑒4 ,𝑘𝑏,1 ,𝑘𝑏,1 ] ⎟
𝑣
ℎ
⎝
⎠

≤𝑚

(8)

where 𝑞 ∈ (0, 1] is fixed by the user. The lower it is, the smaller
is the PCE basis. Such a norm is based on the idea that the main
effects are governed by low order interactions between the different
parameters. As an illustration, a two-dimensional case is illustrated in
Fig. 2 where the polynomials kept in the expansion are given. A black
point of coordinates (𝑛, 𝑚) means that the polynomial of degree 𝑛 w.r.t.
the variable 𝑥1 and of degree 𝑚 w.r.t. the variable 𝑥2 is kept in the
expansion. As one can see, when 𝑞 increases, less and less terms are
kept in the expansion and only terms with low order interactions are
kept.
The choice of the chaos order 𝑚 and of the hyperbolic norm 𝑞
depends on each case. Some automatic error criterion as the Leave-OneOut (LOO) (Blatman and Sudret, 2011; Denimal et al., 2019) might be
used to guide the users without any additional computation. However
the most reliable criterion remains the comparison with a reference set
(when it is possible to compute it).
Intrusive and non-intrusive approaches can be used to compute the
coefficients (𝛾𝑘 ) (Blatman and Sudret, 2011; Sudret, 2008). A nonintrusive approach based on the regression is employed here. The
coefficients (𝛾𝑘 ) are the solution of a least-square minimization problem
between the random function 𝛤 (𝝃) and its PCE approximation at 𝑁
points. This experimental design is build based on an LHS to generate
the input space.

|𝑑|
)
𝜃

Linear

max(0, 1 −

Spherical

1 − 1.5𝑦 + 0.5𝑦3

Spline

⎧1 − 15( |𝑑| )2 + 30( |𝑑| )3
⎪
𝜃
𝜃
⎪
|𝑑| 3
)
⎨1.25(1 −
𝜃
⎪
⎪0
⎩

|𝑑|
)
𝜃
|𝑑|
for 0 ≤
≤ 0.2
𝜃
|𝑑|
for 0.2 <
<1
𝜃
|𝑑|
for
≥1
𝜃

, with 𝑦 = min(1,

where 𝐠 is a set of 𝑛𝑟 regressive functions often chosen as polynomial
of low order, 𝜷 are the weighting coefficients and are solution of a
least square problem. The regression part corresponds to the general
trend and describe a global evolution. 𝑍 is a zero mean Gaussian
process of variance 𝜎 2 , it usually corresponds to more local evolution.
Its covariance matrix is:
E[𝑍(𝐱′ ), 𝑍(𝐱)] = 𝜎 2 (𝜽, 𝐱′ , 𝐱)

(10)

where  is the spatial correlation function of scaling parameter 𝜽, and
𝐱′ and 𝐱 are two points of the design space. For an anisotropic kriging,
the dimension of 𝜽 is the dimension of the input space (here 2). The
use of a spatial correlation function translates the idea that two points
that are close in the input space, have similar behaviour in the output
space. The multi-variate correlation function  is build by taking the
product of a mono-variate correlation family (Lophaven et al., 2002;
Williams and Rasmussen, 2006). It writes in the case of dimension 𝑑:
(𝜽, 𝐱′ , 𝐱) =

𝑑
∏

𝑗 (𝜃𝑗 , 𝑑𝑗 )

(11)

𝑗=1

3.4. Kriging

where the 𝑗 is a 1D-correlation functions taken in Table 5, 𝜃𝑗 is the
value of 𝜽 in dimension 𝑗 and 𝑑𝑗 = 𝑥′𝑗 − 𝑥𝑗 is the distance between 𝐱
and 𝐱′ in the 𝑗th dimension.
To build a kriging meta-model, 𝑄 evaluations of the expensive
function are required. It defines a set of 𝑄 inputs (𝐱(𝑖) )𝑖∈[1,𝑄] and their
evaluation (𝛾 (𝑖) = 𝛾(𝐱(𝑖) ))𝑖∈[1,𝑄] . This set is called experimental design.
From this set, the regression matrix 𝐆 of coefficients 𝐺𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑔𝑗 (𝐱(𝑖) )
and the correlation matrix 𝐑 of coefficients 𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = (𝜽, 𝐱(𝑖) , 𝐱(𝑗) ) can be
determined. Finally, 𝜽 is calculated by solving a likelihood optimization
problem, from which 𝜷 and 𝜎 2 are deduced. The interested reader can
refer to Lophaven et al. (2002) for a detailed description of all the
mathematical developments and the numerical implementation.

3.4.1. General formulation
The uncertainty related to the parametric parameters 𝐱 = (𝑘𝑏,2
, 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 )
ℎ
will be modelled with a kriging meta-model. This uncertainty is epistemic as only a limited amount of data are available due to the
numerical cost. Each PCE coefficient can be seen as a function of the
parametric parameters. For the sake of readability in the following, 𝛾
will denote one PCE coefficient. The process is applied for each coefficient of each created PCE. Each PCE coefficient is then approximated
with a kriging approximation (Matheron, 1962; Lophaven et al., 2002):
𝛾(𝐱) = 𝐠(𝐱)𝑇 𝜷 + 𝑍(𝐱)

(9)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the truncation strategy based on the hyperbolic norm in dimension 2 — (∙): polynomials kept in the PCE expansion.
5
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the critical speeds 𝑓 𝑖 and the associated unbalance responses 𝑎𝑖 are
computed and taken as output values for the different experimental
designs. So one gets 𝑁 × 𝑄 values of each critical speed 𝑓 𝑖 and of
each vibration amplitudes 𝑎𝑖 . This approach has the advantage to
deal with two types of uncertain parameters (i.e. the two parametric
parameters 𝐱 = (𝑘𝑏,2
, 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 ) and the seven random parameters 𝝃 =
ℎ
[𝜉𝐸 , 𝜉𝑒1 , 𝜉𝑒2 , 𝜉𝑒3 , 𝜉𝑒4 , 𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 , 𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 ] in the present case). The general work𝑣
ℎ
flow is illustrated in Fig. 3. The second advantage is the direct access
to stochastic properties as explained in the next part.

The quality of a kriging meta-model relies on the choice of the
correlation function, the choice of the regression part and the quality of
the learning set. In the current study, the experimental design is based
on an LHS for which a maximin criterion has been optimized to ensure
an homogeneous distribution of the points in the input space (Dupuy
et al., 2015; Forrester et al., 2008). The kriging construction is based
on the DACE toolbox (Lophaven et al., 2002).
3.4.2. Kriging for a symmetrical problem
The interest of this section is to discuss the possibility of optimizing
the kriging process by taking into consideration the physical properties
of the problem. More specifically the symmetric properties for output
𝑏,2
results 𝑓 𝑖 (𝐱, 𝝃) and 𝑎𝑖 (𝐱, 𝝃) with respect to 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ are discussed. To
take this particularity in consideration, three different kriging strategies
will be investigated:

3.6. Exploitation of the PCE
From the PCE, exploiting the coefficients 𝛾𝑘 gives a direct access to
the statistical moments of the outputs (mean and variance). From the
previous formulation, it means the statistical moments are directly an
analytical function of the parametric parameters (Blatman and Sudret,
2011; Sudret, 2008).
From the PCE, the average of 𝛤 at the point 𝐱 is then equal to:

• a classic strategy: a classic kriging is constructed with a chosen
regression function 𝐠 and correlation function . For this first
case the symmetric properties of output results are not used.
• a half-design space restriction strategy: as the problem is symmetric, a strategy where only using the points of the design space
𝑏,2
that satisfies 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 ≤ 𝑘ℎ are used for the kriging construction is
investigated. For the prediction, half of the design space is directly
reconstructed by using the symmetric property.
• a symmetrical regression strategy: the symmetric aspect of the
problem is introduced in the regression part directly. By this
strategy, the ‘‘knowledge’’ of the physical problem is directly
introduced in the meta-model. As an example, in dimension 2, if 𝐠
is the second order polynomial regression function for a classical
kriging, the symmetric regression function 𝐠𝑠 would write:
{
𝐠𝑠 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) =

𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2 + 𝛽3 𝑥1 𝑥2 + 𝛽4 𝑥21 + 𝛽5 𝑥22
𝐠𝑠 (𝑥2 , 𝑥1 )

E [𝛤 (𝐱)] = 𝛾0 (𝐱) = 𝐠(0) (𝐱)𝑇 𝜷 (0) + (0) (𝐱)
and for the variance, it comes:
𝜎𝛤2 (𝐱) =

if 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑥2
if 𝑥2 ≤ 𝑥1

𝑘𝑏,2
.
ℎ

3.5. Summary on the hybrid meta-modelling approach

𝑆𝑖 (𝐱) =

𝛾𝑘 (𝐱)𝛷𝜶 𝑘 (𝝃)

(13)

𝑉𝑖 (𝐱)
𝑉 (𝛤 (𝐱))

(18)

4. Application on the rotor system
This section is devoted to discuss the efficiency of the proposed
hybrid meta-modelling approaches for the prediction of the critical
speeds 𝑓 𝑖 and the associated amplitudes 𝑎𝑖 of the rotor system under
study. Firstly, a brief discussion on the data generation as well as the
PCE and kriging constructions is proposed. Then results of the three hybrid meta-modelling approaches are compared and the variance-based
sensitivity analysis based on Sobol indices is performed.

(14)

and finally:
𝛤 (𝝃, 𝐱) =

(17)

𝑘=1

where 𝜶 𝑖 is the set of multivariate indices for which only polynomials
related to the variable 𝑖 are present (i.e. 𝛼𝑖 > 0 and 𝛼𝑗 = 0 for 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 and
𝑖 ∈ [𝐸, 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , 𝑒3 , 𝑒4 , 𝑘𝑏,1
, 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 ]).
ℎ

It is worth emphasizing here that each critical speed 𝑓 𝑖 (each associated
vibration amplitude 𝑎𝑖 , resp.) have their own surrogate model that
𝑖
𝑖
could be denoted 𝛤 (𝑓 ) (𝛤 (𝑎 ) , resp.) For the sake of readability, the
superscript is pulled out, but developments are done for each critical
speed 𝑓 𝑖 and each associated vibration amplitude 𝑎𝑖 . The random
variable is approximated by a PCE whose coefficients depend on the
parametric parameters 𝐱 = (𝑘𝑏,2
, 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 ). Each PCE coefficient is then
ℎ
approximated by a kriging meta-model. It writes:

𝑃∑
−1

( (𝑘) 𝑇 (𝑘)
)2
𝐠 (𝐱) 𝜷 + 𝑍 (𝑘) (𝐱) ‖𝛷𝛼𝑘 ‖2

𝑘∈𝐯𝑖

𝑘=0

𝛾𝑘 (𝐱) = 𝐠(𝑘) (𝐱)𝑇 𝜷 (𝑘) + 𝑍 (𝑘) (𝐱)

𝑃∑
−1

(
)
where 𝑉𝑖 (𝐱) = 𝑉 E (𝛤 (𝐱)) |𝑋𝑖 is obtained directly from the PCE
coefficients:
∑
𝑉𝑖 (𝐱) =
𝛾𝑘 (𝐱)2 ‖𝛷𝛼𝑘 ‖2
(19)

As previously explained the mathematical formulation of the proposed hybrid meta-model is based on the combination of the PCE
and the kriging meta-models. As a summary, the different functions
(i.e. the critical speeds 𝑓 𝑖 (𝐱, 𝝃) and the associated amplitudes of vibration 𝑎𝑖 (𝐱, 𝝃)) to be estimated are approximated by:
𝛤 (𝝃, 𝐱) =

𝛾𝑘 (𝐱)2 ‖𝛷𝛼𝑘 ‖2 =

Hence the statistical moments are obtained directly from the kriging
meta-model, with an almost null numerical cost. It is worth emphasizing here that if a unique kriging meta-model were created for all
the parameters, at this step it would have been necessary to perform a
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) on the kriging meta-model to estimate
the mean and variance, representing a non-negligible computational
time.
The Sobol indices can also be directly deduced from the PCE coefficients due to the uniqueness of the decomposition (Sudret, 2008). Let
𝑉 (𝛤 (𝐱)) be the variance of the output 𝛤 at the point 𝐱 of the parametric
space. The first order Sobol index 𝑆𝑖 (𝐱) related to the variable 𝑖 ∈
[𝐸, 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , 𝑒3 , 𝑒4 , 𝑘𝑏,1
, 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 ] is equal to (Sobol, 1993):
ℎ

where 𝑥1 =
and 𝑥2 =
This symmetry is then translated
directly in the regression matrix.

𝑃∑
−1

𝑃∑
−1
𝑘=1

(12)
𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣

(16)

4.1. Preamble on the use of hybrid meta-models
( (𝑘) 𝑇 (𝑘)
)
𝐠 (𝐱) 𝜷 + 𝑍 (𝑘) (𝐱) 𝛷𝜶𝑘 (𝝃)

(15)

4.1.1. Data generation: experimental designs and validation sets
As previously explained, two sets are constructed for the experimental design creation: one for the PCE and one for the kriging meta-model.
For the PCE, the input points are generated with a Latin Hypercube
Sampling (LHS) of 𝑁 = 250 points (i.e. 250 values of 𝝃). For the kriging,
the input points are generated with a maximin LHS of 𝑄 points to

𝑘=0

For the construction of the experimental designs, a set of 𝑄 points
𝐱(𝑘) and a set of 𝑁 points 𝝃 (𝑗) are generated. The input points of the
final experimental design are obtained by the tensorisation of these two
(
)
sets and is composed of 𝑄 × 𝑁 points. For each 𝐱(𝑘) , 𝝃 (𝑗) (𝑘,𝑗)∈[1,𝑄]×[1,𝑁]
6
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Fig. 3. General workflow of the method.

ensure an homogeneous distribution of the points over the input space.
To compare the performances of the different kriging meta-models, four
different sizes are considered here, namely 20 points, 40 points, 60
points and 80 points. The model is evaluated for all the combinations,
i.e. for the 𝑁 × 𝑄 cases.
To validate the different meta-models, two different validation steps
are performed:

between the different parameters for these modes than for the higher
frequency modes. Second, higher chaos order are required for the
maximum of vibration amplitude than for the critical speeds.
4.1.3. Kriging construction
Once the different PCE have been constructed for each point of the
parametric experimental design, one kriging meta-model is constructed
for each PCE coefficient. As a reminder, twelve cases are investigated here: four different experimental design sizes and three different
kriging strategies. The kriging properties (regression and correlation
functions) are the same for one PCE coefficient to keep consistency for
comparison. The choice of the optimal parameters was done for the
experimental design of 60 points and a classic kriging strategy. It appears that keeping the same kriging properties for all the critical speeds
PCE coefficients was a good strategy. For the maximum amplitude of

• validation of the PCE: for this, for eight of the 𝐱 values, an
LHS of 500 points of 𝝃 has been generated for comparison to
validate each PCE. With this, the PCE predictions at some specific
locations 𝐱 in the design space are compared to reference values.
This set aims at tuning the PCE properties (chaos order and
hyperbolic norm) and validating the different PCE and ensure
their properties are valid over the full design space.
• validation of the final hybrid meta-models: for this, a regular
𝑏,2
grid of 100 × 100 couples (𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 , 𝑘ℎ ) is generated. For each point,
the average and the variance of the eight critical speeds 𝑓 𝑖
and the eight associated vibration amplitudes 𝑎𝑖 are obtained by
performing a MCS with 1000 values of 𝝃. The evaluation of the
final meta-model is then performed by comparing these reference
averages and variances to the ones predicted by the different
meta-models. This set aims at validating the full hybrid surrogate
model on the whole space.

Table 6
PCE characteristics for the different cases.
Mode
number

4.1.2. PCE construction
The different PCE are first constructed for each case, i.e. for each
critical speed 𝑓𝑖 and each associated maximum of vibration amplitude
𝑎𝑖 and for each value of the 𝑄 values 𝐱. The parameters to be determined are the chaos order 𝑚 and the hyperbolic norm 𝑞. The polynomial
basis is chosen to be the same over the parametric space for one critical
speed or one associated vibration amplitude. The choice of 𝑚 and 𝑞 is
made to minimize the prediction error between the PCE predictions and
the reference results using the sets of 500 points for different values of
𝐱. The final choice of parameters is summarized in Table 6.
Two tendencies emerge. First, higher chaos order are required for
the first modes which demonstrates more complex coupling effects
7

Quantity

Chaos order 𝑚

𝑞 value

Total number
of terms

1

Critical speed
Max. ampl

3
6

0.7
0.4

43
64

2

Critical speed
Max. ampl

3
10

0.7
0.3

43
71

3

Critical speed
Max. ampl

3
6

0.7
0.4

43
64

4

Critical speed
Max. ampl

3
3

0.7
0.7

43
43

5

Critical speed
Max. ampl

2
8

0.4
0.4

15
71

6

Critical speed
Max. ampl

2
3

0.4
0.7

15
43

7

Critical speed
Max. ampl

2
3

0.4
0.7

15
43

8

Critical speed
Max. ampl

2
3

0.4
0.7

15
43
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• increasing the ED size tends to decrease the error until the convergence is reached. The convergence is globally reached more
quickly for higher modes than for the first modes (see Figs. 4(a)
and 5). In most cases, the convergence is reached quickly with
only 40 points, which illustrates the fact that a small number of
samples is sufficient to accurately predict the outputs of interest.
• the error is globally higher for the first modes than for the
last ones (see for example the low error on modes 5 to 8 in
Fig. 4(a)). The evolutions of the frequencies mean and variance
are indeed more complex for these first four modes which makes
the prediction more difficult for the same level of information.
This fact this will be illustrated later and discussed in detail in
the paper.
• comparing the different kriging strategies for the last four modes,
the low level of error (lower than 10−3 in average and lower than
10−7 in variance) makes the comparison worthless between the
different strategies as they are all performing well.
• comparing the different kriging strategies for the first four modes,
depending on the case, the half-design space restriction strategy
or the symmetrical regression strategy performs better. For the
mean frequency, the symmetric regression kriging has better performances and sometimes represent a considerable improvement.
For example, to estimate the average of the fourth critical speeds
(see Fig. 4(a)), a symmetric regression kriging divides by two
the error. But if one considers the estimation of the frequency
variance, the half-design spaces strategy performs better for the
first modes.

Table 7
Kriging correlation functions for the different cases.
Mode number

Quantity

Correlation function

1

Critical speed
Max. ampl. — 1st term
Max. ampl. — other terms

Linear
Spline
Spherical

2

Critical speed
Max. ampl. — 1st term
Max. ampl. — other terms

Linear
Linear
Spherical

3

Critical speed
Max. ampl. — 1st term
Max. ampl. — other terms

Linear
Linear
Spherical

4

Critical speed
Max. ampl. — 1st term
Max. ampl. — other terms

Linear
Linear
Spherical

5

Critical speed
Max. ampl. — 1st term
Max. ampl. — other terms

Linear
Matérn 5/2
Linear

6

Critical speed
Max. ampl. — 1st term
Max. ampl. — other terms

Linear
Linear
Linear

7

Critical speed
Max. ampl. — 1st term
Max. ampl. — other terms

Linear
Matérn 5/2
Linear

8

Critical speed
Max. ampl. — 1st term
Max. ampl. — other terms

Linear
Linear
Linear

vibrations at each critical speed, the correlation for the first PCE term
(related to the mean) can sometimes be different than for the others
(related to the variance). Finally, a second order polynomial regression
was chosen here. The correlation functions for the different cases are
summarized in Table 7.

As a conclusion, the three kriging strategies perform well. However,
in some cases the symmetric regression kriging and the half-design
spaces kriging performs a bit better and so could be used preferably
to the classical kriging. Moreover, it is worth emphasizing here that
the half-design spaces strategy requires twice less points than the two
other kriging strategies and so has to be preferably chosen as it presents
the best ratio between the prediction quality and the numerical cost.
These results clearly illustrate the interest of taking into account known
properties of symmetries on the physical output results.
For the maximum amplitudes estimation at the first eight critical
speeds, the following comments can be drawn from Figs. 6 and 7:

4.2. Comparison of the three different kriging strategies
The different kriging construction strategies previously defined in
Section 3.4.2 are then compared. To do so, the second validation
set is used, it consists of a regular grid of 100 × 100 couples 𝐱 =
𝑏,2
𝑖
(𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 , 𝑘ℎ ). For each of these points, the critical speeds 𝑓 (𝐱, 𝝃) and the
associated vibration amplitudes 𝑎𝑖 (𝐱, 𝝃) are computed for a MCS of
1000 points to take into consideration the seven random uncertainties
𝝃 = [𝜉𝐸 , 𝜉𝑒1 , 𝜉𝑒2 , 𝜉𝑒3 , 𝜉𝑒4 , 𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 , 𝜉𝑘𝑏,1 ]. The average and the variance are then
𝑣
ℎ
deduced. The kriging predictions of the mean and variance (directly deduced from the PCE coefficients from Eqs. (16) and (17)) are compared
to the reference values. The average and variance of the relative error
over the grid is computed. This error is defined as:
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝐱) =

𝑟𝑝 (𝐱) − 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐱)
|𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐱)|

• the level of error varies a lot from one mode to another, and the
errors tend to be lower for the forward modes (even number) than
for the backward modes (odd number), especially for the average
mean amplitude estimation. This can easily be explained by the
fact that the amplitudes of the backward modes are almost zero
𝑏,2
when considering the case of equal stiffnesses 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ . Also,
this naturally leads to a higher error estimate in the presence of
uncertainties, because the latter lead to non-negligible relative
amplitude variations.
• increasing the ED size tends to reduce the error in average and
variance. The error converges more or less quickly depending on
the case.
• the error is larger for the amplitude of the backward modes than
those of the forward modes. This is explained by the fact that
when one considers equal stiffnesses 𝑘𝑏,2
= 𝑘𝑏,2
for the second
𝑣
ℎ
bearing support (i.e. symmetric rotor if there is no random parameters), the vibration amplitudes drop brutally to almost zero.
Thus, a small error for this case would represent a high relative
variation, and would lead to a high error. This is not observed
for the critical speeds, as their evolutions are more continuous
and smoothed with numerical values that remain always far from
zero. Consequently the relative errors are then much lower, even
𝑏,2
in the case of 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ , as they are balanced by a large non zero
value.
• globally, the classical kriging is the worst strategy and the halfdesign strategy performs better than the others. Nevertheless, it is
worth emphasizing here that for the 20 points case, the symmetric

(20)

where 𝑟𝑝 (𝐱) and 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐱) defines the prediction result and the reference
solution, respectively. This relative error is computed for the eight
critical speeds (𝑓 𝑖 ) and for the eight associated vibration amplitudes (𝑎𝑖 )
and for all the difference cases: the three kriging strategies discussed
in Section 3.4.2 are tested for four different Experimental Design (ED)
patterns (i.e. for a number of 20, 40, 60 and 80 samples respectively).
The means and variances of the relative errors over the grid for the
critical speeds of the first eight modes (i.e. the first four backward and
forward modes) are given in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The means
and variances of the associated amplitudes of vibration are also given
in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
Looking at the estimation of the critical speeds, one can observe
these different points:
• the errors are always very low as both the mean and the variance
of the latter are extremely low (around 8.10−1 in the worst case).
This illustrates the good approximation given by the proposed
strategy in all cases.
8
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Fig. 4. Average (a) and variance (b) of the relative error on the mean for the critical speeds of the first eight modes (i.e. the first four backward and forward modes).

Comparing the different results, the best kriging strategy is the halfdesign space strategy as it performs better in many cases, and requires
twice less learning points.
As a complementary illustration of the results, the reference results
and the half-design kriging predictions are displayed for comparison in
Fig. 8 for the frequencies of the critical speeds and in Fig. 9 for the
associated maximum amplitudes. Only the first six modes are given
for the sake of concision. These predictions are obtained for the 60
points experimental design and with the half-design strategy as it was
stated it was the best strategy. The 3D surfaces represents the average
of the critical speeds 𝑓 𝑖 (resp. the amplitudes 𝑎𝑖 ) and the average ±
the standard deviation are in red and blue. In order to better illustrate
and comment on the results obtained, a cross-sectional view along
the two main diagonals of the experimental design is provided (from
𝑏,2
𝑏,2
𝑏,2
6
6
(𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 , 𝑘ℎ ) = [0.1, 0.1] 10 to [2, 2] 10 N/m with 𝑘𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ for the
𝑏,2 𝑏,2
6
first cross-section and from (𝑘𝑣 , 𝑘ℎ ) = [0.1, 2] 10 to [2, 0.1] 106 N/m

strategy performs better than the others. And using 20 points
with a symmetric regression leads to better results than using
80 points with a classic kriging strategy, illustrating the drastic
numerical cost reduction such strategy can bring (see for example
the mode 5 in Figs. 6 and 7). For larger sets, using symmetric or
a half-design space kriging strategies gives better results with 40
learning points (about 20 points for the half-design spaces kriging
as half of the ED is removed) than a classical kriging with 80
learning points (see Figs. 6 and 7 for modes 3, 5, 6 and 8). This
gives a drastic reduction of the required number of learning points
and an improvement of the prediction results.
From these observations and as previously stated for the estimation of
the critical speeds, it comes that adding information about the problem
symmetry in the kriging construction improves drastically its prediction
quality and allows to reduce the number of required learning points.
9
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Fig. 5. Average (a) and variance (b) of the relative error on the variance for the critical speeds of the first eight modes (i.e. the first four backward and forward modes).

with 𝑘𝑣𝑏,2 + 𝑘𝑏,2
= 2.1 106 N/m for the second cross-section). The
ℎ
predictions on these two diagonals are given on the two right columns
for the reference case (in black) and the three kriging strategies. This
visualization has the advantage to give better insights in the kriging
performances and their differences.
Considering the frequencies prediction in Fig. 8, the different kriging predictions are all visually very good, and differences between
the two surfaces for each mode are barely visible. Even looking at
the predictions at the two predefined diagonal cross sections, one can
observe that the different kriging strategies perform well and no large
differences are observable. The difference between the different kriging
strategies is nevertheless well illustrated on some cases. Indeed, looking
at the second diagonal cross section (last column in Fig. 8) for the
modes 2, 3 and 4, one can see that the symmetric and the half-design
strategies enable the presence of a singularity (non derivability) at
𝑏,2
𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ , which is not the case for the classic kriging strategy. As the

frequencies of the critical speeds have a smooth evolution, this property
does not bring a large improvement in terms of prediction here.
Looking at the amplitudes prediction in Fig. 9, one can see that
the shapes of the functions are more complex than for the frequencies.
One can see the sharp evolutions of the vibration amplitudes around
the symmetric axis (i.e. the first diagonal cross section defined by
𝑏,2
𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ ) and the drop to almost 0 amplitude for backward modes.
Consequently more learning points are required to be able to catch
this sharp evolution of the variation of the mean amplitude around
this specific case. As previously explained, the fact that the vibration
amplitudes are close to 0 at the first diagonal cross section can lead
to significant error estimate in the presence of uncertainties. This is
only due to the fact that uncertainties lead to non-negligible relative
amplitude variations. Despite this, the kriging remains efficient and
the level of prediction satisfactory, except for the first mode where the
𝑏,2
behaviour on the diagonal 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ is not caught for low stiffness
10
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Fig. 6. Average (a) and variance (b) of the relative error on the mean of maximum amplitude at the first eight critical speeds (i.e. the first four backward and forward modes).

values. Looking at the predictions on the two diagonal cross sections
(two last columns in Fig. 9, the differences between the different
kriging strategies are more clear. First, the differences between the
𝑏,2
three kriging strategies are observable only around the case 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ
(see last column in Fig. 9 for stiffness values far from the middle, close
6
to 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 1 10 N/m). Globally, the half-design kriging performs better
than the two other strategies as it gives better results around the case
𝑏,2
𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ (see modes 1, 3, 5 and 6). Comparing the symmetric case to
the classical case, one can see that in some cases they perform similarly
(see mode 2), illustrating that the random part of the kriging prevails
on the regressive part. But in other cases, the symmetric case enable
𝑏,2
to catch more efficiently the evolution at 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ (see modes 1, 3, 5
and 6).
Similarly to the analysis of the errors, these results illustrate that
adding information about the problem symmetry in the kriging construction enables to increase the prediction quality. As previously, the

best kriging strategy is the half-design space as it is the strategy that
catches the most efficiently the parameter variations around the case
𝑏,2
𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ .
4.3. Variance-based sensitivity analysis based on Sobol indices
Now a sensitivity analysis based on the Sobol method is discussed.
The Sobol indices can be deduced directly from the PCE coefficients
without any additional numerical cost, and so are directly predictable
from the kriging meta-models. As previously, the kriging based on the
half-design space strategy is employed as it has been demonstrated it
has the best performances. First (total, respectively) order Sobol indices
are given in Fig. 10 (Fig. 11, respectively) for the frequencies of the
critical speeds and in Fig. 12 (Fig. 13, respectively)) for the maximum
of amplitude. As a reminder, Sobol indices are indicators that enable
to state on the contribution of one input on the output variance. Thus,
11
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Fig. 7. Average (a) and variance (b) of the relative error on the variance of maximum amplitude at the first eight critical speeds (i.e. the first four backward and forward modes).
𝑏,2
its maximum for large values of both stiffnesses 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ for the
modes 1 to 4, whereas it corresponds to its minimum for higher modes.
By comparing the first order and total order Sobol indices, it comes
that almost no coupling effect exist between the parameters as the total
indices are equal to the first order indices. Finally, the evolution of the
Sobol indices of the first modes is more complex than the evolution
of the last four modes. In spite of all these variations, a few general
observations can be done for each mode:

if the Sobol index of a parameter 𝑖, denoted 𝑆𝑖 , is near 1, then this
parameter has a high influence on the output, whereas if 𝑆𝑖 is near 0
then this parameter has almost no influence. First order Sobol index
refers to the contribution of one parameter alone, whereas the total
Sobol index refers to all its contribution by taking into account the
coupling with the other parameters.
Considering the Sobol indices of the frequencies in Figs. 10 and 11,
one can clearly see that the behaviour of the different Sobol indices
are completely different from a parameter to another and from a
mode to another. First, the main influential parameters depend on the
considered mode. For example, the thickness of the first disc 𝑒1 has a
large influence on the critical speed of the modes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7,
but has almost no influence for modes 6 and 8. This result is of course
directly related to the influence of added masses and gyroscopic effects
at disc 1 on the different modes. Second, the influence of one parameter
𝑏,2
depends strongly on the values of 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ . For example, 𝑆𝐸 reaches

• mode 1: for low stiffness values, the thicknesses of the discs
3 and 4 are the main parameters, whereas for higher values
contributions are shared between the Young modulus of the shaft
𝐸, the thickness of the first disc 𝑒1 and the vertical stiffness of the
first bearing 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 .
• mode 2: except at very low stiffness values, the main parameters
are the shaft Young modulus 𝐸, the thickness of the first disc
𝑒1 and the horizontal stiffness 𝑘𝑏,1
. At very low stiffness values
ℎ
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the average, average ± standard deviation of the frequency for the reference (first column), half-design kriging (second column) — Zoom on the diagonal
𝑏,2
𝑏,2
𝑏,2
6
𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ (third column) and on the diagonal 𝑘𝑣 + 𝑘ℎ = 2.1 10 N/m (last column): full line = average, dotted line = average ± standard deviation, black = reference, orange
= classic, blue = symmetric kriging, yellow = half-design. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

a moderate influence, namely 𝑒3 , 𝑒4 and 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 . One can notice
their areas of influence do not overlap. The contribution of the
remaining parameters is always somewhat negligible.
• mode 4: the thickness of the first disc 𝑒1 is the parameter with the
highest influence, contributions of 𝑒3 , 𝑒4 and 𝑘𝑏,1
are observed. As
ℎ
for the mode 2, the increase in the critical speed is correlated to
the decrease of 𝑆𝑒1 and in the increase of the Sobol indices of the
other parameters.

(inferior to about 0.12 106 N∕m), the thicknesses of the discs 3
and 4 are the main parameters. The switch between the main
influential parameters (and so the evolution of the Sobol indices)
is similar to the evolution of the corresponding frequency (see in
Fig. 8 the jump in frequency from 15 Hz and 35 Hz).
• mode 3: the thickness of the first disc 𝑒1 remains the parameter
with the highest influence on the critical speed (see 𝑆𝑒1 always
between 0.66 and 0.78). Then, four parameters have alternatively
13
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the average, average ± standard deviation of the maximum amplitude for the reference (first column), half-design kriging (second column) — Zoom on the
𝑏,2
𝑏,2
𝑏,2
6
diagonal 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 = 𝑘ℎ (third column) and on the diagonal 𝑘𝑣 + 𝑘ℎ = 2.1 10 N/m (last column): full line = average, dotted line = average ± standard deviation, black = reference,
orange = classic, blue = symmetric kriging, yellow = half-design. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

• mode 5: the thickness of the first disc 𝑒1 and the Young modulus 𝐸
are the two most influential parameters with similar Sobol indices
values between 0.3 and 0.45. For high stiffnesses values of 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣
and 𝑘𝑏,2
, 𝑒4 has also a non-negligible contribution but of second
ℎ
order.
• mode 6: the Young modulus 𝐸 always has an important contribution (see 𝑆𝐸 between 0.3 and 0.7), but is preponderant for low
𝑏,2
stiffnesses values of 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ . For larger values of the latter,

the critical speed is also largely influenced by the thicknesses of
the second and fourth discs 𝑒2 and 𝑒4 , respectively.
• mode 7: the critical speed is mostly influenced by the shaft Young
modulus and the thickness of the first disc.
• mode 8: the critical speed is mostly influenced by the shaft Young
modulus, and then by the thickness of the second and third discs
𝑒2 and 𝑒3 .
14
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Fig. 10. First order Sobol indices of the modes 1 to 8 — Critical speeds.

It is worth noticing that the influence of the disc thickness parameters 𝑒𝑖 (for 𝑖 = 1, … , 4) are different for each mode and are directly
related to the positioning of each disc on the rotor system. Indeed, if a
disc is located close to a node of vibration (at one maximum amplitude
between two nodes for a specific mode shape, respectively) adding mass
due to a thickness variation of the disc leads to negligible (predominant
respectively) effects on the structural dynamic behaviour of the rotor

system. Likewise the gyroscopic effects will be predominant when the
derivative of the mode deflection is maximal (and negligible when the
latter is null). This explains the complexity and diversity of the results
obtained for each mode according to the variations in thickness of the
different discs.
Considering the Sobol indices of the associated vibration amplitudes
in Fig. 12, one can see that the evolution of the Sobol indices is even
15
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Fig. 11. Total order Sobol indices of the modes 1 to 8 — Critical speeds.

more complex with some very localized contribution (see 𝑆𝑒3 for mode

the rotor, the influential parameters change. As for the frequencies,

1). Moreover, the symmetry axis is more visible than for the critical

the contribution of one parameters or another depends on the mode

speeds, which means that depending on the symmetrical properties of

𝑏,2
and on the stiffnesses values of 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ . On the opposite, the

16
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Fig. 12. First order Sobol indices of the modes 1 to 8 — Maximum amplitude.

• mode 1: all parameters are influential in a part of the parametric
space, but the two random stiffnesses prevail on the others.
For the two stiffnesses, large coupling effects are present. These
complex evolution and the presence of coupling effects illustrate
the need for a high number of terms in the PCE.

total order Sobol indices are different from the first order ones, which
demonstrates coupling effects between the different parameters. This is
particularly observable on the Sobol indices of the stiffnesses 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 and
𝑘𝑏,1
for
the
low
backward
modes.
The
following
general
observations
ℎ
can be made:
17
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Fig. 13. Total order Sobol indices of the modes 1 to 8 — Maximum amplitude.

• mode 2: the two stiffnesses and the thickness of the third disc are
the most influential parameters.
• mode 3: around the symmetry axis, the two stiffnesses are the
most influential parameters, whereas otherwise the thickness of
the first disc 𝑒1 has a major influence. If the major parameters
are the same for the frequency and the amplitude, the area of
influence of these parameters is different.

• mode 4: it is mostly driven by the thickness of the first disc over
the whole parametric space.
𝑏,1
• mode 5: on the symmetry axis, the two stiffnesses 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ are
the dominating parameters. Otherwise, the thickness of the first
disc 𝑒1 is the major parameter, followed by the Young modulus
𝐸 and the thickness of the fourth disc 𝑒4 for low values of
𝑏,2
𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ . Similarly to mode 3, the main parameters are the
18
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same for the frequency and the amplitude, but not their area of
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• mode 8: the thickness of the first disc is the parameter that drives
the amplitude for this mode.
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As a more general comment, for higher modes, the stiffnesses
and 𝑘𝑏,2
are the parameters that drive the symmetrical property of the
ℎ
rotor. Indeed, and even considering a loss of symmetry due to 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 and
𝑘𝑏,1
, the average behaviour of the rotor does not change considerably.
ℎ
𝑏,2
But for lower modes, even if 𝑘𝑏,2
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ are equal then breaking
the symmetry of the rotor with the stiffnesses of the first bearing
support has a strong impact on the rotor dynamic and will increase
drastically the vibration amplitudes. This is visible on Fig. 9 with the
large variance, and in Fig. 12 with the large contribution of the two
𝑏,1
stiffness 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ around the diagonal. This effect is less visible for
higher modes, and this is illustrated by the diminution of the influence
𝑏,1
area of 𝑘𝑏,1
𝑣 and 𝑘ℎ .
5. Conclusion
The present study proposes the application of a hybrid surrogate
method for the prediction of the critical speeds and the associated amplitudes of the backward and forward modes of a complex rotor system.
This study shows the potential of such approaches to effectively address
the problem of rotor systems subject to a large number of uncertainties
of different kinds such as random and parametric parameters.
The random parameters are modelled via a Polynomial Chaos Expansion whereas the two parametric parameters are modelled through
a kriging strategy. The combination of Polynomial Chaos Expansions
and kriging approach makes possible to process a considerable number
of parameter sets and to perform calculations in a very reduced computational time compared to classical kriging approaches. Moreover, one
of the interests of using kriging to predict PCE coefficients is to directly
evaluate interesting characteristics such as the mean and variance of
outputs of interests and to be able to perform a sensitivity analysis
based on the calculation of Sobol indices.
Three different kriging strategies have been tested. Based on all
the results for the estimation of both the frequencies of the critical
speeds and the associated vibration amplitudes, it is observed that using
known symmetric properties of the output results for the kriging construction allows a better prediction with less samples. This illustrates
the need for a good understanding of the dynamic behaviour of the
system of interest and a preliminary analysis of the desired output
parameters for optimal construction of kriging meta-models. This also
illustrates the advantage and the need to introduce in the meta-model
the users knowledge of physics to achieve more efficient surrogate
models.
The variance-based sensitivity analysis conducted illustrates the
high variability of the vibration behaviours (i.e. the critical speeds
and the associated amplitudes of the backward and forward modes)
and the complex role played by the different random and parametric
parameters.
Thus, this paper illustrates the current potential of the hybrid
method based on the combination of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion
and an ‘‘intelligent’’ kriging (in the sense of taking into account known
symmetry properties of the initial physical problem and output results)
as an efficient numerical tool for engineering design assistance and for
a better understanding of the impact of different parameters on the
dynamic behaviour of a rotating system.
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